Make Money

Provide a Great Solution

Earn FREE Advertising

Expand your clients reach in local
organic search results to generate
continuous leads from many local search
variations of top keyword phrases far
beyond the geographic limitations
imposed on websites by search engines
Turn clients’ reviews and testimonials
into powerful marketing assets with our
new Review Marketing program.
NO Pay-Per-Click, Call or Lead Fees
Increase your clients’ online footprint
and web presence with handfuls to
1,000s of local citations that safely enable
search engines to connect your clients
brand, top keywords and their context to
all the local markets they need to reach
in local search results
NO Unnatural or Irrelevant Links

www.boomjanetwork.com

(203) 513-9338

Benefits of Partnership
How do we do it?

Make Money
 Generate continuous streams of monthly
revenues providing clients with a powerful, unique
and extremely cost-efficient solution to increasing
sales by attracting exact clients in more markets
across their county, state or even nation-wide.
 We provide you with quotes, all listing work and
detailed search analysis reports customized with
your brand.

We provide search engines with the best possible
matches they can return to shoppers in unpaid search
results in all the local markets clients’ target

SEO Enhanced Listings

Provide a Great Solution

Create product listings that can
include video and images - and localize them in custom
categories within targeted cities.

 Help clients attract new customers in organic
(unpaid) search beyond the geographic reach of
other ad mediums by localizing custom keywordphrase categories in The Boomja Network’s Niche
Authoritative Directories.
 Let the success of variations of crucial keywords in
search multiply your clients’ sales opportunities in
ALL their target markets.

Branded Analysis Reports

Earn FREE Advertising

Provide clients with a detailed search analysis of their
listings (with your brand), including many short-tail
variations - in every city they target!

 We want to help you grow your business!
 Let us help you attract exact clients to your key
products and services from more local markets in
organic search with every new sale!

(203) 513-9338
Profit With Us Today!

bbowen@boomjanetwork.com

